
What we do.
The Make Bank is a social project that aims to tackle creative poverty. We work with schools and young people across the UK to help 
provide materials, support and inspiration for pupils who want to follow creative careers. We believe that equal and fair access to creative 
education is essential to ensure strength, diversity and representation in the creative industries. 

In the UK more than 33% of children are currently living in poverty and in some areas this figure reaches a staggering 62%. An increasing 

need to complete basic coursework or don’t recognise the wealth of opportunity that exists in the creative industries. This inequality of 
education and opportunity is unacceptable and we passionately believe that every child has the right to pursue the education and career 
they choose. 

The Make Bank will provide Art and Design Kits for disadvantaged pupils who want to pursue creative education and creative careers, and 
will work with industry professionals and young people to share inspiring stories, creative journeys and careers advice. 

Share your story.
Young people want to hear your story. What’s your job? How did you end up in the creative industries? What advice would you give? What 
hurdles did you overcome? What are your successes and failures? Did your parents tell you to study “real” subjects? What path have you 
taken? Share your story by following the guidelines below and emailing to stories@themakebank.org.uk. Thanks! 

Name:

Job Title:

Web address:

Social Channels:

- Can you talk a bit about your experience in school? What creative subjects did you study and what resources/information about the 

- How did you end up working in the creative industries? What route did you take and how did you know you were on the right path?

- What challenges did you face along the way and how did you overcome them?

Images and permissions.

Is a copyright line needed? If so, please edit the line below and specify which shots need crediting.

Photography © XXX

Video? Have some video clips that you’d like us to include? Please send us the link so we can embed it onto the page.

Image permission statement: please read and confirm that you’re happy with the terms

Thank you for giving permission to The Make Bank to use your photographs from [XXXXX] as part of the ‘Tell your story’ feature. 

We’re really grateful for your help and in order for us to keep our records straight, we just need to confirm in writing that we have your permission 
to use your material on The Make Bank website.

As part of this process we also need to confirm that you own the copyright in the material we use or that you have the right to give us permission 
to use it, and that if any people appear in the material they are happy for the material to be used as set out above.

End of image permission statement


